
First, keep in mind that the Bible is a spiritual book, not a medical or psychiatric
text. The Bible concerns itself first with spiritual matters, even though those
spiritual matters profoundly affect mental and physical health and other matters. As
Ephesians 6:12 states, we struggle not in our flesh and blood but spiritually, and not
just to maintain positive disciplines but against evil forces in the spiritual realm.
The same passage states that we therefore put on God’s armor, including truth,
righteousness, faith, salvation, and God’s word brought to us by the Spirit.

The Bible reveals a spiritual realm in which God long ago cast from heaven not
only Satan but also angels who followed Satan. Satan still leads those fallen angels,
or evil spirits, against humankind here on earth. Satan and his evil spirits tempt
humans, although humans also tempt themselves. Evil spirits also, though, may
torment and deceive humans, leading them away from God, which is why
Ephesians 6 exhorts that we put on God’s armor, protected by faith, salvation, and
God’s word, in the Spirit’s power. The spiritual realm thus involves individual
spiritual struggle, what some call spiritual warfare, in which the believer aligns with
and trusts God, while attempting to discern deceptions to invoke against them God’s
word under the Spirit’s power.

We certainly see and feel, in our mind, body, and emotions, the effects of this
spiritual struggle. The lies, confusion, doubts, conflicts, and temptations that evil
spirits spread can sap our emotions, burden our mental state, and reduce our
physical energy. Mental and physical conditions and illnesses certainly have their
organic basis. Yet medical professionals and pastors agree that spiritual vigor and
emotional health can affect physiological processes, just as mental and physical
illnesses can affect spiritual vigor and emotional health. We carry our spirits in
bodies, and the bodies affect our spirits, just as our spirits affect our bodies.

In the gospel accounts, Jesus healed many persons of their mental and physical
illnesses and disabilities, simply by word or touch, without any overt indication of
spiritual struggle. On the other hand, Jesus encountered many sick or disabled
individuals from whom Jesus cast evil spirits in the course of healing. Medicine
cannot explain the casting out of an evil spirit because it involves spiritual rather
than physiological processes. Applying medical concepts to spiritual conditions
makes no sense, just as applying spiritual concepts to medical conditions would not



make sense. The material and spiritual realms affect one another but are different
realms involving different processes.

A secular-materialistic worldview rejects spiritual conceptions altogether. One has
the option to do so but in doing so rejects God. Yet one may certainly trust in
medicine to address mental and physical illness, while still accepting that we are
spiritual beings. Many expert physicians have deep and active Christian faith,
praying for their medical practices and patients. The two, medical expertise and
spiritual disciplines, are in no sense exclusive, just different. Similarly, many expert
psychologists and psychiatrists, whose skills address mental health, are Christians,
praying for their patients. They apply their medical skills while trusting also in
prayer and other spiritual disciplines.

Medical-care providers in the time of Jesus’s earthly ministry did not have the
expertise in psychology and psychiatry that providers have today. One would thus
not expect the Bible to reflect any such medical practice, which the Bible likely
wouldn’t have done in any case because it is not a medical manual but rather a
spiritual work. Those whom Jesus encountered did, however, have the Son of God
in their presence, one who knew all about spiritual struggles. That Jesus would cast
demons from some of those who suffered disabilities is certainly extraordinary. His
doing so surely likewise astonished the disciples and other onlookers, just as the
disciples seemed surprised, as Luke 10:17 records, that they, too, could cast out evil
spirits.

Some find it difficult today to distinguish popular, Hollywood illustrations of what
casting out a demon might look like, from the Bible’s matter-of-fact accounts of
those events. Some of what popular illustrations depict is indeed surely nonsense.
We shouldn’t confuse Jesus’s actions in casting out evil spirits with fantastic
depictions of otherworldly beings. The gospel accounts record Jesus simply casting
them out, sometimes with brief confrontations in which the evil spirits speak with
Jesus, not in contention for they know that they are subject to God, but instead to
recognize Jesus as God. In one account, Jesus sends the evil spirits into stampeding
pigs. The focus of these accounts is not, though, on the evil spirits but on the Lord’s
saving action.



Although the topic makes some uncomfortable, Christians today can still draw from
the Bible at least two sound things with respect to evil spirits. First, one must not
engage in dark and mystic spiritual practices involving spirits, like exorcisms,
sorcery, witchcraft, seances, and calling up the dead. Such New Age practices are
not new at all but instead old pagan practices that were common in the time of
Christ’s earthly ministry, as the Bible itself records. Second, one need only submit
oneself to God, wearing his full armor, and thus resist the devil, to prevail in
spiritual struggle. As James 4:7 states, the devil will then flee. Christ has full power
over Satan and his evil spirits. One need not fear them nor enlist any pagan
practices in their defense.

So, if you haven’t seen any evil spirits lately, then good for you. Don’t go looking
for them, though, for if you take any interest in them, then they will be only too
glad to find you. Instead, remain close to Christ. If you see someone struggling
spiritually, then help them draw closer to Christ, through prayer, worship, and study
of God’s word. Pray that Christ protect them and you against any spiritual attack.
And resist all falsehood and temptation, no matter its source, whether in evil spirits,
misinformed friends, or your own misunderstanding or desire of the flesh. You have
enough to protect you in Christ. If you understand no more about demons than that,
then do as you would in any case, which is to leave them to Christ.


